London & Provincial Collie Club Breed Ch Show 22nd November 2015
My thanks to the committee for the invitation and their hospitality, although the entry was not huge I certainly enjoyed
my appointment.
Veteran Dog
(1) Wray’s, Takhisis High Voltage, a medium sized 9 year old B/M dog in good condition and good coat. Head balanced
good pigmentation, dark eye and well placed ears bite was ok for the age, showed non stop. Angulations both front
and rear ok, on the move starting to show his age. Presentation could have been better. Would prefer more
masculine.
Minor Puppy Dog
(1) Randall’s, Ladnar Moondust, 7½ mth Tri in lovely condition for the age, with good length of head, well placed
ear and eye, lovely expression, correct bite. Angulations for this age excellent moved well.
(2) Emanuela’s, Keyline Nelchael, another Tri in good coat and condition, with balanced head correct bite, good
pigmentation, dark eye. Angulations for the age are ok, but needs more length in body and this showed on the
move
(3) Jewell’s, Trenic Blue Diamond from Moorland
Puppy Dog
(1) Emanuela’s, Keyline Nelchael,
Junior Dog
(1) Geddes’s, Ingledene Spirits Arise, 1year old Tri of good size and substance, in good coat and condition very
well presented. Nice outline both standing and on the move.
Nice length of head with well placed ears, eyes are dark would like them a little more almond shape, bite is
correct, good underjaw, overall the head is a little strong for me.
Angulations are good both front and rear as is the movement.
(2) Emanuela’s, Keyline Nelchael,
Novice Dog
(1) Geddes’s, Ingledene Spirits Arise
(2) Randall’s, Ladnar Moondust,
Yearling Dog
(1) Geddes’s, Ingledene Spirits Arise,
Graduate Dog
(1) Clark’s, Mertrisa Secrets and Magic of Stavos, 4year old B/M nice outline standing, not in full coat today,
could have been presented better. Balance head, correct bite, well placed ear and eye. Angulations were ok,
on the move I would prefer a better hind action, not positive.
(2) Arrowsmith’s, Saganan Gundagai, 2year old B/M in between coats, balanced head with well placed ears
which were flying today, eyes are a little full for me.
Needs a better spring of rib, moved very close both front and rear.
Post Graduate Dog
(1) Pryor’s Aqualita Dr No, 2 year S/W in good coat and condition, lovely outline with balanced head, correct
bite good underjaw. Well placed ear and eye lovely expression when he used his ears. Angulations are good
as is the movement
He was not happy on the day, did enough to win the class.
(2) Road’s, Alanita All That Jazz, 2½ year old Tri in good coat and condition, good deep colour, head is balanced with well
placed ears and eyes, good expression. Needs training when having his mouth examined, bite is ok. Angulations both
front and rear are good as is the movement.
(3) Cronk’s, Keldondream He’s The One for Chelborn

Mid Limit Dog
(1) Walton’s Prince of Sulight Stardust Over Walstar, 4year old B/M of medium size not in full coat, would
prefer clearer colour. Balanced head, good bite, ears are well placed but flying right ear today this takes
away from expression. Hind angulations is good, but needs more in front and this shows on the move,
toeing in.
Limit Dog
(1) Howard’s Darahill Chaos at Sablemyst, 5 year old S/W very well presented, in good coat and condition,
balanced head, well placed ear and eye, nice expression. Needs better underjaw. Angulations are good as is
the movement, good topline both standing and on the move.
(2) Clark’s, Mertrisa Secrets and Magic of Stavos,
(3) Adams & Carlyon’s Bellcot Winter Bliszard at Dycoshem
Open Dog
(1) Skalin’s Int. Ch. Kiss ‘N Hug Fantazija, 3year old Tri in lovely coat and condition, presented well, lovely
outline stand and on the move. Good rich colour, coat of correct texture, with balance head well placed ears
which he used to advantage, lovely eye shape and colour giving that typical expression. Correct bite and
dentition. Nice reach of neck, correct topline, excellent angulations both front and rear, moved freely with
good reach and drive, pleased to award him the CC and was also Best of Breed (Referee)
(2) Smedley’s, Attendus Erasure, 3year old S/W of medium size in good coat and condition, head is balanced
with correct bite, well placed ear and eye with nice expression. Angulations are good, but a little unsettled
indoors today. Pleased to award him the Reserve CC.
(3) Blake’s, Corydon The Ringleader

Breed Judge
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